
Lesson 2: Adrian Mole

Brain in Gear

What are the most effective ways to deal with bullies?

Come up with three different ways & reasons why they’re appropriate.



Lesson 2: Adrian Mole

Learning Focus
Explain

To explore the issue of  bullying 

through the character of  Adrian Mole



Evaluate
Lesson 2: Adrian Mole

Script Analysis

• Task –

Read the diary extract on the next slide then 

come back and answer these questions…

1. What do you think happened between 

Adrian’s grandma and Barry?

2. Who else was involved?

3. How will Barry’s friends react?

4. Did grandma handle it well?



Adrian Mole Diary extract

Thursday 21st May

Barry Kent duffed me up in the cloakroom today. He hung me on one of the 

coat hooks. He called me a “coppers' nark" and other things too bad to write 

down. My grandma found out about the menacing (my father didn't want her 

to know on account of her diabetes). She listened to it all then she put her 

hat on, thinned her lips and went out. She was gone one hour and seven 

minutes; she came in, took off her coat, fluffed her hair out and took £27.18 

from the anti-mugger belt round her waist. She said, "He won't bother you 

again, Adrian, but if he does, let me know." Then she got the tea ready. 

Pilchards, tomatoes and ginger cake. I bought her a box of diabetic 

chocolates from the chemist's as a token of my esteem. 
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Your TasksExplain

Choice of Tasks

Task one asks you to film yourself as two characters, if you are unable to do 

this or would prefer to complete a written task, please complete task two 

instead.

Information

We know that Grandma did something to Barry, she said ‘he won’t bother you 

again… what do you think she did?



Task 1: Tik Tok Style Duet

• Film yourself performing the interaction 

between Grandma and Barry.

• You will need to use the technique of 

Multi-Role which we learned last week –

what was it??

• Think about how you will use your 

drama skills to show the different 

characters… voice, body language, 

facial expression, emotion etc.
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Choice of Task
Create

Task 2: Written Encounter

• Write out a short script which shows the 

interaction between Grandma and 

Barry. 

• Make sure each character has at least 

5 lines of dialogue.

• Think about the language each 

character would use. Would they use 

formal language, emotive language, 

short or long answers etc?
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The Real Story
Explain

We’ve seen the events which may have happened between Grandma 
and Barry, but Barry (being the ‘big bully’ he is) won’t want his friends to 
know the truth. 

What story do you think Barry will tell his friends to save himself the 
embarrassment of telling them what actually happened?

Task – Write a short monologue from the point of view of Barry. It should contain 
some exaggerated reasons as to what happened between him and the grandma 
that make him look like the winner and not her.
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Moving Forward
Explain

Why do you think Barry acts the way he does?

Why does any bully act the way they do?

Mutual Respect

Tolerance of Others

Individual Liberty


